
At A Distance Together 
CREATIVE TASK 
For our latest task we have invited Visual Artist Paria Goodarzi, to offer
us up some creative inspiration!

I am Paria and I want to ask you for this week's task, to test the
relationship between architectural form and human activities, through
writing and hand drawing a mind map of the environment you are living
during the pandemic.

STEP 1:

First, you need to think what shape your house is (walk around your
house or look at from outside). Draw outline of your house plan from
above.
 
STEP 2: 

Think where the entrance door is (mark it with small dash) then think
how many rooms you have. It could include a kitchen, bathroom… etc.
Separate the rooms with the simple line.
 
Step 3: 

Imagine you are flying over your home. What shapes are everything from
above? Think about details of your home and their placement, for
instance, Tables, TV, Chairs...etc. To draw them use the basic shapes you
already know (square, rectangular, circle…) Your sketch can be black and
white or to create the sense of your place, use any colour or paint you
have available.
 
 
Step 4: 

Write about your experience during  pandemic in your home. 
 
What you noticed that you never noticed before in your home?
How you interact with your space during lockdown?
Which area of your home you most used during this time?
What does home means to you now?

WHAT TO DO



At A Distance Together 
We hope that you feel you want to share these responses with
us, and in turn we’d be very keen to share these with a wider
audience. 

You can share your creative responses
to sara@amomentspeace.co.uk or on your own social media
& tagging us on:

Instagram @amomentspeacetheatre
Facebook @AMPTheatreCompany
Twitter @amptheatre

Using hashtag #AtADistanceTogether

We will keep you updated on forthcoming online sessions via
zoom. We hope that you can join us!

SHARING

With many people in our communities in isolation, A Moment's
Peace Theatre wanted to offer our regular groups a chance to
stay connected and continue to be supported creatively during
these challenging times.

At A Distance Together will see us work with associate artists,
creating & sharing fortnightly creative tasks, some respond
directly to what is happening in our lives at the moment, some
an exploration of imaginative spaces. They are entirely optional
to undertake, and they can be shared with us or just kept as
personal creative activities for the everyday.

We will also be hosting monthly live online creative workshops.
offering our groups a chance to reconnect and continue to
engage in live creative activities, whilst we are unable to meet
in person.

ABOUT THE PROJECT 


